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About this leaflet
This leaflet explains what to do if you’re unhappy with the service 
provided by the Child Maintenance Service or with a decision
we’ve made.

Important information 

This leaflet is only a guide and does not cover every circumstance. It 
only refers to the statutory child maintenance scheme provided by the 
Child Maintenance Service. It does not refer to any child maintenance 
schemes provided by the Child Support Agency.

We have done our best to make sure the leaflet is correct as of  
1 October 2012, but it may not reflect changes to the law or to our 
procedures after this date. You may want to get independent advice 
before making financial decisions based on the content of this leaflet.

About us

The Child Maintenance Service is the government’s statutory 
child maintenance service. We work out, collect and pay out child 
maintenance payments on behalf of some separated parents in 
England, Wales and Scotland. 

Our role is to make sure that parents who live apart from their children 
contribute towards their children’s upkeep by paying child maintenance.

What is child maintenance? 

Child maintenance is regular, reliable financial support that helps 
towards a child’s everyday living costs. 

In most cases, the parent who does not have the main day-to-day care 
of the child pays child maintenance to the parent who does have the 
main day-to-day care. In child support law the parent who receives 
child maintenance is known as the ‘parent with care’ - we call them the 
‘receiving parent’ - and the parent who pays child maintenance is known 
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as the ‘non-resident parent’ - we call them the ‘paying parent’. In some 
cases, the receiving person can be a grandparent or guardian.

If they live in Scotland, a child aged 12 to 19 and in full-time,  
non-advanced education or training can apply for child maintenance.

 
Get in touch
If you can’t find the information you need in this leaflet, you 
can contact us or find out more in the following ways:

On the web:

www.gov.uk/child-maintenance

By phone: 

Call us on 0845 266 8792*. Our TexBox and textphone number is 
0845 266 8795*.

Our opening hours are: 
8am to 8pm - Monday to Friday
9am to 5pm - Saturday

By letter: 

Write to us at:
Child Maintenance Service 
PO Box 249
MITCHELDEAN
GL17 1AJ

*Please see the information about call   
  charges at the back of this leaflet.
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Section 1:

Complaint, dispute or appeal?
If you’re unhappy with the Child Maintenance Service we want to 
know about it and we want to put things right. 
The action you should take will depend on what the problem is. This 
leaflet will help you take the right steps to get things sorted out.

We take improving our service very seriously, and we’ll help you at every 
step along the way. 

To sort the issue out as quickly as possible you need to consider whether 
you want to complain about our service or dispute one of our decisions. 
It’s important to understand the difference as each option means we 
will go about helping you in a different way.

If you’re not happy with the service you’ve received from us you should 
tell us and consider making a complaint.
If you think we’ve made a mistake in working out how much child 
maintenance you should be paying or receiving, you can ask us to look 
at our decision again. We call this a dispute.

You can also appeal against a decision about how much child 
maintenance you should be paying or receiving. Appealing is a formal 
legal process (see Section 3 for more details).

However, even if we’ve looked at a decision again as part of a dispute, 
you can consider making an appeal if you’re still not happy with 
the outcome.

You’ll find more about the difference between a complaint, a dispute 
and an appeal below.
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 If you’re not happy with the service we provide
If you’re not happy with the service you get from us, the first 
thing you should do is let the people dealing with your case know. 
Complaints about our service can usually be sorted out by  
doing this.

When you speak to the team, please explain your concerns about 
our service in detail. We’ll use your comments to help us improve 
our service. 

Decisions about your child maintenance amount can’t be changed 
by making a complaint. If you aren’t happy with the way your child 
maintenance has been worked out you should ask us to look at 
the decision again. 

Go to Section 2 of this leaflet for more details about making  
a complaint.

Example A: Denise

Denise is a receiving parent who gets weekly child maintenance 
payments. She writes to the Child Maintenance Service to ask when the 
payments are likely to be reviewed. Three weeks later, she still hasn’t 
had a reply to her letter.

Denise rings the Child Maintenance Service to say she is unhappy at  
the delay.

– This is a complaint. Denise isn’t disputing the amount of money she 
is due to receive. But she’s unhappy that nobody has contacted her 
about her enquiry, and wants somebody to deal with the problem.
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 If you think we’ve made a mistake in working out your child 
maintenance amount

If you have any questions about the amount we have worked out 
for your child maintenance case you should call us straight away.

We’ll go through the reasons behind our decision with you. We’ll 
also answer any questions you may have about it. 

If you think the decision or child maintenance amount is wrong, 
you can ask us to look again at our decision. If we find a mistake, 
we will fix it as soon as we can. If we cannot change our decision 
we will tell you why. 

If you still think our decision is wrong after we have looked at it 
again, you have the right to appeal to an independent tribunal. 
The tribunal is part of HM Courts & Tribunals Service (HMCTS) and 
not part of the Child Maintenance Service. 

If you want to appeal against a decision, you should do this within 
one month of the date on the letter telling you about the decision. 

Go to Section 3 of this leaflet for more details about disputes  
and appeals.

Example B: Tom

Tom has applied for child maintenance. He gets a letter saying that the 
paying parent will pay £50 a week, based on her gross weekly income 
and the fact that she has care of the children for two nights each week.

Tom thinks she should pay more. He believes the paying parent has 
other income that hasn’t been taken into account.

– This is a dispute. Tom doesn’t have a problem with the level of service 
he’s getting from the Child Maintenance Service – but he thinks we 
should look again at our child maintenance decision.
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Should I make a complaint or ask for the decision to be looked 
at again?

 
Do you think we’ve made a mistake or missed some information 

that affects your child maintenance amount?

 No, but I’m unhappy with the 
service I’ve received

 Consider making a 
complaint
Get in touch with us to tell 
us what’s happened to 
make you unhappy with 
our service. We’ll try to sort 
the problem out as soon as 
possible.

Most issues are sorted out 
at this stage, but if you’re 
still not happy you can 
consider making a formal 
complaint.

For more information go to 
Section 2 of this leaflet.

 Yes

 Ask for the decision to be 
looked at again
Get in touch to ask us how 
we’ve arrived at our decision 
and – if this doesn’t sort out 
the problem – to look at it 
again.

Most disputes are sorted out 
at this stage, but if you’re 
not happy you can formally 
appeal against our decision.

For more information go to 
Section 3 of this leaflet. 

If you are not happy with the service you have received from us and you 
think we have made a mistake, let us know so we can look at both of 
these issues. You’ll need to make a complaint and ask us to look at our 
decision again or appeal against it. 
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Section 2

Making a complaint
What should I do if I’m not happy with the service I get from the  
Child Maintenance Service?

If you’re not happy with the service you have received from us, the first 
thing you should do is let the team that normally handles your case 
know. In most cases they’ll be able to deal with your problem  
straight away.

When you speak to the team, please explain your concerns about our 
service in detail. We will use this information to help us improve  
our service.

If you’re still not happy you can make a formal complaint.

What happens next?

First, we’ll look at the issues you raised in your complaint. Then, we’ll 
agree with you the actions we can take to sort out your concerns. 

If we have made a mistake, we will:

•	 apologise
•	 explain	what	went	wrong	and	why
•	 make	the	changes	needed	to	fix	it
•	 try	to	improve	our	service	as	a	result	of	your	complaint.
If we think it may take more than 15 working days to sort out your 
complaint, we’ll keep you regularly updated on progress and agree a 
timetable with you.

When the actions are complete, we will let you know. 

If you are happy with the way your complaint has been sorted out, we 
won’t take further action. Most complaints are sorted out at this stage, 
but if you’re still not happy with the service you’ve received from us you 
can ask for your complaint to be looked at by our Complaints  
Review Team.
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If you want to complain in writing our address is:

Child Maintenance Service
PO Box 249
MITCHELDEAN
GL17 1AJ

How does the Child Maintenance Service handle complaints?

 
Before you make a formal complaint
The team that normally deals with your case will take actions 
agreed with you to sort out anything you’re not happy about.

Most issues can be dealt with at this stage. You won’t need to 
make a formal complaint.

 
Complaints stage 1: making a formal complaint
If you need to make a formal complaint, experienced team 
members will look at the issues you’ve raised.

In nearly all cases they will be able to agree with you how the 
complaint can be sorted out and will carry out any action needed 
– 92 percent of complaints are sorted out at this stage.

 
 Complaints stage 2: the Complaints Review Team

If you aren’t happy with how we handle your complaint, our 
Complaints Review Team will consider the issues you raised in your 
complaint and how we dealt with it. 

If they think there are extra actions we can take to sort out your 
complaint, they will agree them with you and carry them out.

Only 8 percent of cases get to this stage.
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What does the Complaints Review Team do?

The Complaints Review Team looks at how we’ve dealt with complaints, 
and can sometimes take further action to sort them out.

They’ll compare the actions we took with our agreed policies and 
procedures to see if there was anything more we could have done to 
sort out your complaint earlier.

Only 8 percent of our complaints need to be passed to the Complaints 
Review Team. We’re usually able to sort complaints out before they get 
this far. 

Our Complaints Review Team also looks at the broader range of 
complaints about our service. They look for trends and common issues 
that can help us spot particular areas where we can improve.

We’re committed to providing the best possible child maintenance 
service that we can, and we know we can learn a lot from what you tell 
us in your complaint. 

What if I’m still not happy?

If you still feel that we’ve not dealt with your complaint properly after 
you’ve had a reply from the Complaints Review Team, you can write to 
the Independent Case Examiner (ICE).

The Independent Case Examiner acts as an independent referee 
for people who feel that government bodies, including the Child 
Maintenance Service, have not treated them fairly or haven’t dealt with 
their complaint properly.

Their service is free and is not part of the Child Maintenance Service. 

Before the Independent Case Examiner will accept your case, they must 
be satisfied that we have had the chance to deal with your complaint 
and that it has been through our full complaints process. You should 
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contact the Independent Case Examiner within six months of receiving a 
final reply from our Complaints Review Team. 

To contact the Independent Case Examiner, you can:

•	 call	0845 606 0777* between 8am and 5pm, Monday to Friday
•	 use	a	textphone,	if	you	have	speech	or	hearing	difficulties,	on	 

0151 801 8888
•	 go	to	the	website	at	www.ind-case-exam.org.uk 
•	 write	to:	 The Independent Case Examiner
   Jupiter Drive
   Chester
   CH70 8DR 

Where can I get help in making my complaint?

If you would like help in making a complaint about our service you can 
ask an organisation like your local Citizens Advice Bureau  
(see www.citizensadvice.org.uk for more information).

You could also ask your local Member of Parliament (MP) to help.

Can I also complain to the Parliamentary and Health 
Service Ombudsman?

You can complain to the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman 
(PHSO), but your complaint must be made through an MP.

The Ombudsman would expect you to have been through our 
complaints process, to allow us to sort out the problem if we can. This 
does not include a review by the Independent Case Examiner, but the 
Ombudsman won’t normally get involved if your complaint is being 
reviewed by the Independent Case Examiner.
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To contact the PHSO you can:

•	 call	0345 015 4033* between 8.30am and 5.30pm, Monday to Friday
•	 go	to	the	website	at	www.ombudsman.org.uk
•	 write	to:	 Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman
   Millbank Tower
   Millbank
   London
   SW1P 4QP
Important: complaints to the PHSO must be made through an MP.

Section 3

Disputes and appeals

What should I do if I disagree with a Child Maintenance  
Service decision?

If you disagree with a decision we have made about how much 
maintenance you should be paying or receiving, the first thing you 
should do is ask us to look at it again. This is usually the quickest way for 
us to fix a mistake or to consider important facts we may have missed. 

We make all our decisions in line with the regulations and policies that 
are set out under child maintenance law. And we take into account all 
the relevant information we have about your circumstances.

While we try not to make mistakes, we accept that we don’t always 
get it right – working out the right amount of maintenance can be 
complicated and that’s why we’re always happy to look at a  
decision again.
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What happens when the Child Maintenance Service looks at a 
decision again?

When you ask us to look at a decision again, this is called a dispute. 
We’ll look carefully at our decision to make sure that it is correct. If we 
need more information to do this, we may contact you or the other 
parent. 

If we find that our decision was incorrect, we’ll change it. If this 
happens, we will write to both parents with the new decision. We’ll also 
send both parents a new schedule of child maintenance payments.

If we find that we can’t change the decision we’ll let you know as soon 
as possible. If this happens and you still disagree with the decision, you 
may decide to appeal. You should do this within one month of the date 
on the letter we sent you that says the decision won’t change.

Please remember that we make all our decisions in line with the 
regulations and policies set out under child maintenance law.

 
While a decision is being looked at again, or appealed against, it 
stays in force. This means the paying parent still has to pay the 
amount we have worked out, on the dates we have given, until the 
issue is sorted out.

How do I ask the Child Maintenance Service to look at a decision 
again?

If you want us to look at a decision again you should call us or write to 
us as soon as possible. You’ll find our phone number on the letter telling 
you about our decision. Please have the letter with you when you phone, 
so that you can give us the reference number on the top. 
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If you want to write to us our address is:

Child Maintenance Service
PO Box 249
MITCHELDEAN
GL17 1AJ

When you get in touch, you should tell us why you think the decision 
is wrong and ask us to look at it again. We will look at our decision 
thoroughly to make sure it is correct. 

Your right to appeal

You also have a legal right to formally appeal against a number of child 
maintenance decisions. 

If you want to appeal against a child maintenance decision you need to 
know that:

•	 an	appeal	can	take	a	long	time	–	often	up	to	nine	months	and	
sometimes longer

•	 making	an	appeal	starts	a	legal	process	that’s	run	by	HM	Courts	and	
Tribunals Service (HMCTS) and which follows their own rules and 
regulations – not those of the Child Maintenance Service – although 
their decisions will be guided by the same child maintenance laws

•	 your	address	can	be	kept	confidential	throughout	your	appeal.	But	
if your appeal needs a tribunal hearing, all the other details about 
the decision you have appealed against will be made available to all 
parties to your case – including the other parent 

•	 appeal	hearings	involve	your	case	being	heard	by	a	judge,	and	you	
may be called on to explain why you think the decision is wrong; and

•	 if	you	are	a	paying	parent,	you	will	have	to	continue	to	pay	the	
amount we worked out until the appeal is resolved. 

If you want to appeal against a child maintenance decision, you should 
do so within one month of the date on the letter telling you about  
the decision. 
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If you’ve asked us to look at a decision again and we’ve told you that we 
won’t change it, you should appeal within one month of the date on the 
letter telling you that we won’t change it.

If we make a new decision, both you and the other parent have a new 
right of appeal to go with it and either of you can appeal against the 
new decision within one month of the date on the letter telling you 
about the new decision.

For these reasons, while we will always respect your right to appeal 
and will give you as much help as we can to do so, you may find it 
much quicker and easier to ask us to look at a decision again before 
you decide whether you want to start an appeal.

What is the difference between looking at the decision again 
and appealing? 

There are some key differences between asking us to look at a decision 
again and appealing against it. These are explained in the table below.

When 
should I do 
this?

Looking at the 
decision again

You should ask us to 
look at the decision you 
disagree with as soon 
as you can and within 
one month of the date 
on the letter telling 
you about the decision. 
This will help us resolve 
any issues as quickly as 
possible.

Appealing

You need to do this within one 
month of us making a decision 
that you disagree with, or within 
one month after we’ve looked at 
a decision again and told you we 
won’t change it. If you appeal later 
than this the other party (or parties) 
in your appeal may be asked to 
comment	on	whether	they	object	to	
its being accepted after the one-
month time limit. We may also have 
to send your appeal to HM Courts & 
Tribunals Service to see if they can 
accept it.
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Looking at the 
decision again

Appealing

What do I 
need to do?

Call or write to us to 
say you would like us 
to look at the decision 
again.

Fill in an appeal form. We’ll send 
one to you if we don’t change our 
decision after looking at it again. Or 
you can call us to ask for one. You 
can also write a letter (see page 15).

How long 
will it 
take for a 
change to 
be made?

This is the quickest 
option.

If we have made a 
mistake, or overlooked 
important facts, we will 
change the decision as 
soon as we can.

This could take a long time, often 
up to nine months and sometimes 
longer.

Appeals against child maintenance 
decisions are heard by a First-Tier 
Tribunal of the Social Entitlement 
Chamber. It can take a long time to 
come to a result.

What will 
happen?

We will look again 
thoroughly at the 
decision we have made, 
to see if it was correct 
or if important facts 
were overlooked.

We will look at your case again 
before sending it to the tribunal. If 
we find a mistake, we’ll correct it 
ourselves and if the new decision 
favours you financially, your appeal 
will end. If the new decision does 
not favour you financially, your 
appeal can continue, but will be 
against the new decision we’ve 
made.
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Looking at the 
decision again

Appealing

If we still think that the decision is 
correct, or we change it to a new 
decision that does not favour you 
financially, we will contact you to 
explain why. If you’re satisfied with 
our explanation, you may choose 
to withdraw your appeal. However, 
if you want to continue with your 
appeal to a tribunal, we’ll check we 
have all the information needed for 
your appeal and we’ll pass it to  
HM Courts & Tribunals Service who 
will arrange a hearing of 
your appeal in front of an  
independent tribunal.

While we can keep your address 
confidential during the appeal 
process, any evidence of how the 
decision you have appealed against 
was made must be made available 
at the appeal hearing (including to 
the other parent).

What can 
happen as a 
result?

If we find that our 
decision was wrong we 
will change it. If we find 
that it was correct, you 
still have a legal right to 
appeal against it.

The tribunal can change our 
decision or they can decide that our 
decision was correct. 

We always implement whatever 
decision the tribunal reaches, and 
are legally bound to do so.
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What else do I need to know before asking for the decision to be 
looked at again, or making an appeal?

The tribunal will use the same child support law that we do to decide on 
your case.

Also, if a new decision is made you should be aware that:

•	 it	can	either	increase or reduce the amount of child maintenance that 
has to be paid;

•	 paying	parents	may	have	to	make	extra	payments;
•	 receiving	parents	may	have	to	pay	back	some	of	the	child	

maintenance they have received.
There have been some cases where parents have waited until the 
tribunal hearing before revealing information affecting their case. 
Because it can take many months for the hearing to take place, this can 
mean that changes have to be backdated, resulting in overpayments 
and underpayments having to be corrected.

It is always in your best interests to give us all the information that you 
think will affect your case so that we can make the best decisions we 
can in the interests of your children.

What child maintenance decisions can I appeal against? 

You have the right to appeal to the tribunal if:

	•	you	think	the	amount	we	have	worked	out	for	child	maintenance	 
is wrong

•	 we	make	a	‘default	maintenance	decision’	–	this	is	something	we	do	if	
the paying parent has not provided information we need to work out 
child maintenance

•	 we	refuse	to	work	out	a	new	amount	of	child	maintenance	after	
you’ve told us about a change in your circumstances
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•	 we	refuse	to	cancel	a	default	maintenance	decision
•	 you	disagree	with	the	changes	we	make	to	a	decision	you’ve	asked	us	

to look at again
•	 we	refuse	to	look	again	at	a	decision	you	have	asked	us	to	review,	

within the time allowed by law (one month)
•	 you	think	we	have	made	a	decision	that	should	have	taken	effect	from	

a different date
•	 you	think	we	have	used	incorrect	information	to	make	our	calculation
•	 we	decide	to	cancel	your	case
•	 following	an	appeal,	a	tribunal	told	us	to	change	a	child	maintenance	

decision and you think we haven’t made the change correctly – this is 
known as ‘Liberty to Apply’.

When shouldn’t I appeal to a tribunal? 

Certain	issues	do	not	fall	within	the	jurisdiction	of	a	tribunal	(meaning	
they have no legal power to look at them). There are four specific 
situations where you should not appeal to a tribunal:

1 When a person denies they are the parent of a child. This is called 
‘disputed parentage’. If you want to know more about disputed 
parentage, see our leaflet What happens when someone denies they 
are the parent of a child? or go to www.gov.uk/child-maintenance

2 If you’re unhappy with the service you have received from us. In this 
situation, you should make a complaint to us instead. See Section 2 of 
this leaflet for more information on how to do this, or go to  
www.gov.uk/child-maintenance.

3 If you want to appeal against a deduction from earnings order (DEO), 
your appeal should be made to a magistrates’ court in England 
and Wales or to a sheriff court in Scotland. If you have been sent a 
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deduction from earnings order, it will tell you what appeal rights you 
have and what you need to do. 

4 If you want to appeal against a deduction order, your appeal should 
be made to the county court, or the sheriff court in Scotland. The 
order will tell you what appeal rights you have and what you need  
to do. 

How do I appeal against a child maintenance decision? 

If you want to appeal, you should fill in an appeal form. Or, if you prefer, 
you can write a letter telling us: 

•	 your	name	and	address
•	 your	Client	Reference	Number	–	this	is	a	12-digit	number	starting	with	

the number 12. You’ll find this at the top of the letter we sent you 
about the decision 

•	 which	decision	you’re	appealing	against	
•	 the	date	on	the	letter	telling	you	about	the	decision,	and	
•	 why	you	think	the	decision	is	wrong.	
You must sign the appeal form or letter. If you have asked someone to 
represent you, you must authorise them to do so by giving their name 
and signing where shown on the appeal form or in your letter. They can 
then sign the form or letter on your behalf. 

When you have filled in the form or written your letter, please send it to: 

Child Maintenance Service
PO Box 249
MITCHELDEAN
GL17 1AJ
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How long do I have to appeal? 

You should send your appeal to us within one month of the date on the 
letter that tells you our decision, or a letter telling you that we would not 
change our decision. 

If you miss the one-month time limit, we may not be able to accept your 
appeal automatically. If you want us to consider a late appeal, you’ll 
need to explain why it’s late. You can do this in the appeal form or in 
the appeal letter you send. The other party (or parties) in your appeal 
will	be	asked	to	comment	on	whether	they	object	to	its	being	accepted	
after the time limit and we may need to send it to HM Courts & Tribunals 
Service	for	a	judge	to	decide	if	they	can	accept	the	appeal.

The tribunal can only accept a late appeal if it is satisfied that  
the appeal: 

•	 has	a	reasonable	chance	of	success	
•	 is	being	made	in	special	circumstances	(see	below),	and	
•	 is	being	made	no	more	than	twelve	months	after	the	time	limit	 

for appeal.
The special circumstances include if: 

•	 you	have	been	seriously	ill	
•	 a	close	relative	–	your	partner	or	someone	who	depends	on	you,	such	

as a child – has been seriously ill or died 
•	 you	live	outside	the	United	Kingdom	
•	 the	postal	services	were	disrupted,	or	
•	 the	tribunal	decides	there	was	some	other	exceptional	reason	why	

you could not appeal within the time limit.
If we’re not satisfied that one or more of these circumstances applies to 
you, we’ll still pass your appeal to the tribunal – but we’ll tell them that 
it’s	late	and	whether	the	other	party	has	objected	to	its	being	accepted.	

The	tribunal	will	look	at	the	reasons	you	have	given	and	any	objection	
from the other party and will decide whether or not your appeal can still 
be accepted. 
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What happens when the Child Maintenance Service receives  
my appeal? 

Step 1: We will check the appeal is ‘duly made’ 

First we’ll check that you have given us all the information we need and 
that the appeal has been made in time. We’ll also check that you, or 
the person you have asked to represent you, have signed the appeal. If 
you have, we’ll accept that your appeal has been made properly. This is 
known as the appeal being ‘duly made’. 

If your appeal is missing information, we will send it back to you to 
complete, or ask you to give us more information, within 14 days. If you 
think that you can’t meet this deadline, please tell us straight away as 
we may be able to give you more time. 

If we don’t receive all the information we ask for in the time allowed, 
we’ll send what you have provided to the tribunal. However, the tribunal 
may decide not to accept your appeal because it was not duly made. 

Step 2: We will look at the decision again and decide what action 
needs taking

While processing your appeal, we’ll check the decision you are appealing 
against again. If we find a mistake, we’ll change the decision. If the new 
decision we make favours you financially, the appeal will ‘lapse’ and it 
will not continue to the tribunal. If the new decision does not favour 
you financially, your appeal can continue, but will be against the new 
decision we’ve made. 

If your appeal does progress to the tribunal stage, we’ll prepare our 
response to your appeal. This will give the tribunal all the information it 
needs about how we made the decision and why we made it. This will 
include the original appeal form and may include wage slips, bank 
statements, and any letters we sent or received. It will also include all 
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the relevant information we have about the decision you have appealed 
against, such as copies of letters from you or the other people involved 
and details of bank accounts. 

We’ll send copies of our appeal response to the tribunal, to you 
and to all the other people involved in the appeal. 

 
Important
Before we send the appeal response to everyone involved, we 
will send a form to ask if they want us to remove their address, or 
information that could lead to the identification of their address, 
from the document. If anyone involved wants us to remove these 
details from the appeal response, they must fill in this form and 
return it to us within 14 days of receiving it. 

Some appeals may affect more than one receiving parent or paying 
parent. In these cases all parents involved will receive a copy of 
the appeal papers. You may wish to consider this before deciding 
whether or not you want us to remove your address from the 
appeal response.

No other information that is part of the appeal can usually be 
removed from the response.

Step 3: The tribunal will hear your appeal

Once we have sent out our response, the appeal will be dealt with by  
HM Courts & Tribunals Service (HMCTS). They will set a date for your 
hearing and send you details of where and when it will take place. They 
will also let you know more about the hearing itself. 

If you have any issues with the date, time or venue, you should contact 
HMCTS as soon as possible.
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What can happen as a result of a tribunal hearing? 

The tribunal can change the decision we have made, or they may decide 
our decision was correct. 

If they do decide to change the decision you appealed against, they 
will tell us when they send out their ‘decision notice’ to all the parties 
involved in the appeal. This will tell us what we need to do to change 
the decision. If this means we have to work out a new amount of child 
maintenance, we will aim to do this within one week. 

 Any new decision could mean that your child maintenance payments 
could go up or down. 

If you disagree with the tribunal’s decision, you need to take this up with 
HMCTS. You should: 

•	 ask	for	a	statement	of	reasons	from	the	tribunal	judge,	which	will	
explain in more detail how they reached their decision. If you still 
do not feel the decision is correct after this, you can seek “leave to 
appeal” against it to the ‘Upper Tribunal’

•	 ask	them	to	‘set	aside’	their	decision	(because	you	think	that	they	did	
not follow the correct procedures, the decision reached was unlawful 
or there is more evidence not considered that would affect the 
decision that was reached).

You will get full details of what you can do if you disagree with a tribunal 
decision when the tribunal write to you to explain their decision. 
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Useful information
Help and information

If you want to know more about child maintenance, go to  
www.gov.uk/child-maintenance You can find information and leaflets 
here, and find out more about our services.

If you would like to talk to someone about your case, please call us on 
0845 266 8792*. Our TexBox and textphone number is 0845 266 8795*.
Please have your customer reference number with you when you call. 
This is a 12-digit number starting with the number 12. It will be shown 
as ‘your reference’ at the top of any letter we’ve sent you.

We may record our phone calls to check our service and to train  
our employees. 

If you don’t have a case with us, you can call Child Maintenance Options 
on 0800 988 0988* between 8am and 8pm, Monday to Friday, and 
between 9am and 4pm on Saturdays. The person taking your call can 
help you with general questions about child maintenance. 

Other languages 

If English is not your first language, you can use your own interpreter or 
one that we provide. Call us on 0845 266 8792* for more information.

Information in other formats 

This leaflet is available in other languages and in Braille. 

Contact us on 0845 266 8792* for more information. Our TexBox and 
textphone number is 0845 266 8795*.
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*Call charges 

Calls to 0845 numbers from BT land lines should cost no more than 5p 
a minute with a 13p call set-up charge. You may have to pay more if 
you use another phone company or a mobile phone, or if you are calling 
from abroad.

Calls from mobile phones can cost up to 40p a minute, so check the cost 
of calls with your service provider.

Charges were correct as of the date of this leaflet.

Calls to 0800 numbers are free from BT landlines but you may have to 
pay if you use another phone company, a mobile phone or if you are 
calling from abroad.

Calls to 03 numbers from BT land lines should cost no more than 4p a 
minute with a 13p call set-up charge. However calls to 03 numbers are 
usually included in the cost of any call plan you may have, so ask your 
service provider if you will be charged for these calls.



The Child Maintenance Service administers the statutory 2012 Child Maintenance Scheme  
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